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This special issue on Development, Regulation and Evolution of Organ systems highlights recent findings using insect model systems to probe this important topic. Much of the basic research done with insects over the past ~100 years has focused on the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, for which an enormous wealth of information has been obtained. This work on Drosophila, from classical genetics to genomics, guides many studies in other insects both from its use as a resource and as a point of comparison. Although work on Drosophila has yielded many valuable insights into the developmental and molecular mechanisms regulating organ formation and function, given the highly derived nature of Drosophila development, understanding organ system evolution requires extending these studies to additional insect models. The availability of large amounts of data on genes and gene function in Drosophila allows researchers to hone in on candidate gene families and regulatory networks when exploring related processes in divergent taxa. The collected articles in this issue share a comparative focus and address the development and regulation of different organ systems, with particular emphases on key evolutionary innovations.

Friedrich et al. use just the type of comparative approach mentioned above to analyze the evolution of regulatory mechanisms controlling the development of the arthropod compound eye. Starting with transcription factors that have well-known roles in controlling photoreceptor differentiation in the Drosophila eye, they analyze recent data on these genes in phylogenetically distant arthropod species and propose a model for the evolution of photoreceptor subtypes based on these results.

Clark-Hachtel and Tomoyasu investigate the evolutionary origin of the insect wing, another organ that has been studied extensively in Drosophila and which stands as a major model for studies of morphological innovation. These authors review historical discussions about the evolutionary origins of the insect wing. They then go on to analyze more recent functional studies in Tribolium, a developing model insect species, and a number of other arthropods. These studies, as above, were initiated on the basis of identification in Drosophila of regulatory genes involved in wing and appendage development. However, the novel phenotypes found in other insects lead the authors to propose a dual origin for wing development resulting from the merger of two unrelated tissue types in insect ancestors.

Schmidt-Ott and Kwan review the role of extraembryonic membranes (serosa, amnion, and yolk sac) in insects and discuss recent evidence that these membranes play not only structural roles, but also active roles in the
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Through two articles in this issue, one by Brisson and Davis and another by Corona et al., mechanisms underlying polyphenism and phenotypic plasticity in insects are explored. In these cases, the determining events for organ development are not purely genetic, as animals with the same genotype develop differently in response to different environmental cues. Polyphenism as such has not been observed in Drosophila, which do not produce ‘alternate morphs’ seen in other species such as ants, beetles, aphids, bees and others, as discussed in this issue. Despite this, many of the genetic pathways implicated in polyphenisms involve genes well studied in Drosophila, as explained by Corona et al, in their analysis of the phenotypic plasticity seen in social insects. In addition, Brisson and Davis emphasize interactions between hormonal and transcriptomic approaches that are apt to reveal novel mechanisms, particularly those involving interactions between sensing of the environment and response to these differential clues. Finally, recent studies implicate important roles for epigenetic changes in plasticity, a topic that will undoubtedly receive more attention in the future.

An important parameter in the development and evolution of diverse body plans of insects is that of allometry, or relative scaling of bodies and body parts. Mirth et al. address this important issue in their article, which summarizes the problem and focuses on allometry from a developmental point of view. Pointing out that allometry is often considered from a population level, the authors explain that examining the developmental mechanisms that underpin the regulation of relative or fixed organ sizes has led to new insights in this field, and should remain a priority for future research. They further suggest that information gained via this developmental approach will be necessary to understand how different environments can change allometry in some organisms and organs, but not others. Finally, they point out that developmental and ecological data will prove most fruitful when combined with the tools and perspectives of population genetics, providing a clear trajectory for future work in this area.

Establishment of organs of appropriate size is clearly critical for survival, but equally important is the correct functioning of these organs. Arguably one of the most important organ systems for species survival and evolution is the reproductive system. Two articles in this issue deal with the insect reproductive system. Quan and Lynch take the perspective of considering the initial establishment of gametogenic precursors, the primordial germ cells, during embryogenesis. Looking at reproduction from the other end of the germ cell cycle, an article by Heifetz discusses the response of the female reproductive system as a whole to the mating process. Through these two articles, we learn that on the one hand, while it is clear that different insect embryos use different developmental mechanisms to establish the germ line, the evolution of the molecules that control this process remains largely unexplored. On the other hand, while recent advances in Drosophila are starting to uncover the reproductive system’s response at the molecular
level, we know relatively little about the anatomical and molecular variations in this process that likely exist across insects.

Taken together, the collection of articles in this special issue highlight three major points that we believe should encourage current and future researchers to exploit insects as model systems. First, insects display arguably the broadest range of morphological, behavioral, and life history traits of any animal phylum. Insects are among the only animal taxa to colonize terrestrial, aquatic and aerial habitats. They can display solitary, primitively social or highly complex obligatorily social life styles, with complex caste systems and polyphenisms that can be heritable, environmentally induced, or both. Their reproductive capacities can vary over three orders of magnitude across insect orders, and their adult life spans can vary from hours to decades. Phylogenomics has recently offered an unprecedented level of certainty in the phylogenetic relationships across insect orders [1], so that it is possible to generate well-supported hypotheses about the evolutionary trajectory of traits of interest.

Second, insects are often easy to rear as large, rapidly reproducing populations in captivity. Especially for terrestrial insects, their embryos are usually deposited externally and can be reared successfully in isolation from the parents, making them amenable to manipulation. Genome editing, RNA interference and other techniques for altering gene function have been successfully applied to an increasing number of insect species. These practical considerations make this group a compelling choice for functional studies of the genetic basis of organ system evolution.

Finally, it is clear that each of the different systems presented in this special issue has typically been studied with a different set of approaches: developmental genetics approaches have tended to dominate studies of the visual system, wings and primordial germ cells; physiology, transcriptomics, and more recently epigenetics, are common tools of choice in the study of polyphenisms, plasticity, and mating response, while population approaches to allometry are only recently being combined with developmental genetics. We suggest that to make new advances in answering the outstanding questions in each of these areas, approaches traditionally limited to one area should be increasingly applied to the others. For example, as highlighted by Mirth et al., future advances in understanding allometry are likely to come from merging developmental and population genetics. Similarly, applying population genetics to the problems of germ cell origins and reproductive organ function, could shed new light on what impact variations in reproductive systems have on genome evolution, and thus on the evolutionary process. Comparative physiology applied to the evolution of wing and eye development could help us understand the functional and potential fitness implications of the wide variety of morphologies displayed by these organs across insects. We encourage the reader to enjoy these articles with these points in mind, and hope that these articles will be both informative and a source of ideas and inspiration for future work.
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